For over twenty-five years, Bridge Builders has provided consistent service based on our extensive knowledge and understanding of how to build bridges. The complexity of building your vehicular bridge is in the competent hands of licensed engineers, attentive management, and skilled crews, employing our proven Concept to Completion methods. You can focus on managing other important aspects of your project, leaving the bridge building to us.

Because of our history of leadership and superior performance, Bridge Builders was selected to build the longest, pile-supported HS-25 timber vehicular bridge in the United States at NatureWalk, in Seagrove, Florida.

Construction is complete on the 780-foot long, 42-foot wide bridge that crosses protected wetlands. One of a number of vehicular bridges in this prestigious project in Florida, our bridges cross wetlands to allow access to marketable land in the development.

Discover why Bridge Builders is the natural choice for your timber vehicular bridge project.

Please contact us for more information.
Phone: 800 874 9403
www.bridgebuilders.com
Bridge Builders' business history supports our promise of environmental stewardship, economic performance, and integrity. As the undisputed leader in timber vehicular bridge construction, Bridge Builders employs innovative, conscientious methods of construction for the best use of environmentally-sensitive land, using sustainable, renewable resources with aesthetic mindfulness and cost awareness.